Henry and Mudge Book Study
This Book Study includes specific questions and vocabulary words for each chapter,
plus cause and effect questions and a matching card game with two bonus cards for
students to write their own cause and effect pair.

Chapter Questions
Henry and Mudge Take the Big Test

Chapter 1 The Smart Dog
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who is the smart dog?
How does she show she is smart?
How does Henry show he is not happy about Mudge’s ability to stay?
How can you tell Henry likes his teacher?
Why does Henry think Mudge needs to go to school?
Why does Mudge’s school need lots of paper towels?

Chapter 1 Vocabulary: collie, heel

Chapter 2 School
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How does Henry help Mudge get ready for school?
How do you get ready for a new school year?
Why does Henry need to play paddle ball?
What do you do to calm down when you are nervous?
What school does Mudge attend?
How does Mr. Papp teach Mudge not to jump up?
What do you think about this strategy? Is it a good idea or not? Why?

Chapter 2 Vocabulary: liver treats, flunk

Chapter 3 The Big Test
1. List 3 positive and 3 negative traits about Mudge as a student.
2. How did the amount of liver treats he used show Henry how well Mudge was
doing?
3. What does Mudge have to do in order to pass the test?
Chapter 3 Vocabulary: beagle, chow chow, certificate

Cause and Effect with Henry and Mudge and the Big Test

1. What caused Henry to enroll Mudge in obedience class?

2. What was the effect when Henry was nervous?

3. What caused Mudge to stop jumping on the teacher?

4. What effect did the treats have on Mudge’s behavior?
Cause and Effect Matching Card Game

